and connected to that, refers these afflictions, and rods, and wrath to Him, (The rod of his wrath) it must necessarily bee to him who was last spoken of, The Lord, They are Ejus, His, and therefore heavy. (X.201-202) Perhaps in the years between 1608 and 1616 Donne learned that, in certain instances, the name of God implied carries more force, or more mystery, than the name stated. The force, or wrath, though certainly present, is underplayed in the sermon, where the overall tone is conciliatory, a rhetorical manifestation seen in the preacher often addressing the congregation as "Beloved."
Yet, the power of God becomes an organizing principle in the sermon. For example, Donne describes the "The rod of his wrath" as a metaphor by which "correction" is achieved: "For, though this Metaphore, the Rod, may seeme to present but an easie correction . . . Beloved, whether Gods Rod, and his correction, shall have the savour of life unto life, or of death unto death, consists much in the hand, that is to receive it, and in the stomach that is to digest it" (X.203). In "Good Friday, 1613" the "Corrections" the speaker requests come from God's active participation (in the form of anger, punishment, and burning), but also from the individual eventually turning toward God to accept the corrections. In the sermon "correction . . . consists much" with the manner in which the individual receives it. In both works correction becomes contingent. Donne preaches, further, that the "afflictions" God sends can either be seen as something positive, "a shoure of fatning dew upon us," or as something negative, "a shoure of Egyptian haile-stones" (X.203). "It is not every mans case," Donne therefore concludes, "to mend by Gods corrections; onely the poore of the sheep, the broken-hearted, the contrite spirit, the discerner of his owne poverty and infirmity, could make that good use of affliction, as to finde Gods hand, and then Gods purpose in it" (X.204). The individual-not necessarily the nation, although this is implied-must somehow be brought to correction, again, a type of contingency in the sense of choosing to accept an offered (though paradoxically, also forced) grace: "The double effect and operation of Gods Rod, and Corrections, is usefully and appliably expressed in the Prophet Zachary: where God complaines, That he had fed the sheep of slaughter, that he had been careful for them, who would needs dye, say what he could. Therefore he was forced to come to the Rod, to correction" (X.203). A similar contingency characterizes "Good Friday, 1613," where the speaker turns away from God but wishes to be forced somehow to
